ABSTRACT

Soft denture liners are used in complete and partial removable dentures to distribute functional loads homogeneously on the denture-bearing tissues. These materials are recommended in cases of irregular bone resorption, bony undercuts, thin atrophic mucosa, immediate prosthesis, healing after implant placement, and for patients with bruxism and xerostomia. The resilient lining materials can be categorized as plasticized acrylic resins or silicone elastomers. The plasticized acrylic resin comprises of acrylic polymers and copolymers, a liquid containing an acrylic monomer and plasticisers, such as ethyl alcohol and/or ethyl acetate responsible for preserving the material softness. The silicone elastomers, consisting of dimethylsiloxane polymers, with a chemical composition similar to that of the silicone impression materials devoid of leachable plasticisers, retain their elastic properties for prolonged periods. Most of the currently available materials have several disadvantages, including color stability, long-term resiliency, abrasion resistance, bond strength and porosity. Several modifications have been done recently to overcome these disadvantages of the soft liners. The current review summarizes the recent developments in soft liners.
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INTRODUCTION

Soft denture reliners are materials forming a cushioned layer between the hard denture base and the oral mucosa. The liners help in distributing more evenly the forces of mastication to the underlying tissues by absorbing some of the masticatory forces. The soft liners have the potential of improving comfort to denture patients with ridge atrophy, thin and non resilient mucosa, bony undercuts and bruxomania. They are also recommended in cases of irregular bone resorption, immediate prosthesis, healing after implant placement, and for patients with bruxism and xerostomia. The success or failure of a soft liner is dependent not only upon the physical properties of the material employed, but also on the understanding of the intended function of these products, and the physiological and biological properties of resilient oral tissues upon which the denture rests.

Soft denture reliners can be divided into semi-permanent or permanent. It is further subdivided into silicone rubbers or plasticized acrylics and can be either auto-heat or visible light polymerized. Resilient lining materials can be categorized as plasticized acrylic resins or silicone elastomers. The plasticized acrylic resin comprises of a powder consisting of acrylic polymers and copolymers and a liquid containing an acrylic monomer. The plasticisers are responsible for maintaining the material softness. The silicone elastomers, consisting of dimethylsiloxane polymers, with a chemical composition similar to that of the silicone impression materials, are not dependent on leachable plasticisers and, therefore, retain their elastic properties for prolonged periods. The physical properties desirable in a soft liner material are a cushioning effect on the mucosa, dimensional stability, permanent resilience, minimal fluid sorption and solubility, and inhibitory action on fungal growth. The desirable mechanical properties are ease of processing, ease of finishing and polishing, and adhesion to, but no effect upon, denture resin.

One major indication for soft liners is to reduce problems arising from the effects of age changes in the denture bearing tissues. The use of a soft liner can improve both masticatory efficiency and oral comfort.
for patients presenting a reduced thickness of the oral mucoperiosteum.9

**Short-term vs Long-term Soft Liners**

Short-term liners or tissue conditioners are used immediately after surgery. These tissue conditioners usually consist of poly ethyl methacrylate powder, aromatic esters and alcohol. These materials are devoid of methacrylate monomers.10 The tissue conditioners may be used for a few days to a week but they should always be used as short-term materials. Long-term soft liners are usually either a plasticized acrylic or a silicone. Plasticized acrylics usually have a shorter service life because of hardening and water sorption.11 They have a similar composition to that of denture base polymers with a high percentage of plasticizers. Plasticizers keep these materials soft, but this property is lost overtime. Acrylic soft liners could be used for up to 6 months.

Long-term silicone soft liners are usually used for up to 1 year. Currently, room temperature polymerizing vinyl polysiloxane materials, which have a similar chemistry to silicone impression materials are used. Silicone soft liners face problems in establishing a durable bond with the denture base. This can be solved by the use of suitable solvent based primers or other mechanical methods.

**Soft Lining Materials and Tissue Conditioners**

Tissue conditioners are soft denture liners which may be applied to the fitting surface of a denture. Soft liners are used to absorb some of the energy produced by masticatory impact and act as a ‘shock absorber’. Some patients suffer from chronic pain, soreness or discomfort due to prolonged contact between the rigid denture base materials and the underlying tissues; usually in patients with sharp, thin, or heavily resorbed ridges or those with severe undercuts. The soft lining materials include: plasticized acrylics, silicone rubber, plasticized vinyl polymers and copolymers, hydrophilic polymers, polyphosphazene fluoropolymers, fluoroethylene and polyvinyl siloxane addition silicones. The most commonly used soft liners are plasticized acrylics and silicone rubber which are heat- or chemically-activated.12

The tissue conditioners or short-term soft liners are commonly used as temporary liners for treatment and conditioning of ill-fitting dentures, for provisional or diagnostic purposes, temporary relining of immediate dentures or immediate surgical splints, relining cleft palate speech aids, tissue conditioning during implant healing and for functional impression materials. The liquid of short-term soft liner materials contains a mixture of ethyl alcohol (solvent) and an aromatic ester (dibutyl phthalate) which acts as a plasticizer that lowers the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer rendering it a soft gel. The set gel has viscoelastic and elastic properties that allow it to act as a shock absorber. However, the alcohol and plasticizer leach out quickly, and therefore, the material hardens within a considerably short time, which varies from a few days to a week or two, and gradually loses its cushioning effect. Ideally, a tissue conditioner should be replaced with a fresh mix every 2 to 3 days. Another application of tissue conditioners is as functional impression materials. A layer of tissue conditioner in the fitting surface of the denture enables a functional impression to be obtained over a period of a few days.13

Temporary soft liners are often used in place of tissue conditioners in cases where it is not practicable to replace the conditioner every 2 to 3 days. In addition, they may be used as a means of temporarily improving the fit of an ill-fitting denture until such a time as a new denture can be constructed. Another use of the products is as a diagnostic aid to ascertain whether the patient would benefit from a permanent soft lining. Both tissue conditioners and temporary soft lining materials will go hard. When this occurs the surface becomes both rough and irregular, increasing the risk of trauma. In addition, these materials can be relatively easily colonized by *Candida* in this hardened state, increasing the risk of a denture-induced stomatitis. It is possible to soak such dentures overnight in dilute sodium hypochlorite to help to mitigate infection risk.14

A number of problems associated with the use of reliners have been reported, such as porosity, loss of softness, debonding from the denture base, rough surface, color changes, colonization by microorganisms and poor tear strength. Currently, several measures are undertaken to overcome some of these issues.

**METHODS TO IMPROVE THE ADHESION OF DENTURE LINERS**

**Bond Strength of Liners**

The major drawbacks of the soft liners are the lack of a durable bond to denture base. Detachment of soft liners from the denture base is a common clinical occurrence. The bond strength of resilient liners depends upon the tensile strength of the materials. A reliable bond between denture base and soft liner is required for the denture to function properly.15 Failure of adhesion between denture base and liners creates an environment which renders bacterial colonization and also compromise the durability of the soft liner. Factors that affect the bond between acrylic and liner are the geometry of surface, etching, use of bonding agents, and the thickness of lining materials.
Several techniques are employed to improve bond strength and adhesion of the liners. Creation of roughness of acrylic interface with the aid of lasers, alumina abrasion has been tried to resolve the problem. Chemical etching of the surface with MMA, acetone, or methylene chloride are used to increase the bond strength as well as reinforcement of the acrylic surfaces with net woven fibers of glass. Alternative surface roughening method, namely oxygen plasma treatment, has also show to improve the tensile bond strength between denture base resin and soft liner.

MODIFICATIONS TO PREVENT MICROBIAL OVERGROWTH

Addition of Silver Nanoparticles

One of the problems encountered while using soft denture liners is the growth of microorganisms. Microorganisms initially adhere to the surface of the lining and then they penetrate inside the material. Studies have shown that the use of soft lining materials can intensify the process of the fungal and bacterial growth which is supported by environmental conditions under the denture as well as the structure of materials. This phenomenon is particularly disadvantageous, because it shows restricted possibilities of conventional cleaners commonly used by patients.

Silver (Ag) has been well known for its antimicrobial characteristic and has a long history of application in medicine with a well-tolerated tissue response and low toxicity profile and is more toxic than many other metals against a broad spectrum of sessile bacteria and fungi which colonize on plastic surface. Modification of soft linings by AgNPs can be used because of their fungicidal and bactericidal properties of silver. Studies revealed that the antifungal and antibacterial properties of the denture base can be substantially improved by the addition of silver nanoparticles.

Incorporation of Antifungal Agents

One possible strategy is to incorporate an antifungal agent into a tissue conditioner. An antifungal agent incorporated into a tissue conditioner can provide a slow continuous release resulting in a sustained therapeutic effect. The drugs, such as chlorhexidine, clotrimazole, fluconazole and nystatin were tried and have shown to inhibit the growth of C. albicans, indicating the release of the drugs from the liner. Incorporation of miconazole as powder or gel form has potent inhibitory against C. albicans.

Surface Alteration by Sealer Coating

The clinical performance of the soft liners surface sealers can be used to protect the material against the external environment stress caused by mechanical and chemical factors. The sealed soft liners remain clean and resilient for a longer period than non-sealed materials, and also reduce microorganism growth and biofilm formation. The sealer acts as a mechanical barrier to decrease water sorption and solubility of chemical components. It can also control the accumulation of food debris and biofilm formation is reduced with a smooth sealed surface, as well as the risk for mucosa inflammation decreases due to a less contaminated and irritating surface. The properties of sealed soft liners may be affected by routine cleaning methods, such as soaking in chemical agents and mechanical brushing. However, studies have shown that the sealer coating substantially reduced the surface degradation of the soft liners.

Color Stability of Liners

Discoloration of denture base materials is observed after long-term use by accumulation of stain, absorption of water, dissolution of ingredients and intrinsic pigments degradation. Beverages, such as tea which contain flavonoids and methyl xanthine, coffee which contain nicotine, caffeine and caffieic acid wine, artificial dyes as part of food, smoking and microbial colonization and pigments in the liner also contribute for discoloration. Fluorinated soft lining materials have shown better color stability and improved resistance to stains. The leaching of plasticizers creates space incorporating staining pigments which is accentuated by rough surfaces.

Water Sorption

Water sorption by lining material leads to change in dimension and stress concentration at liner-denture base interface leading to reduction of bond strength. The type of filler used and its bonding to the polymer is responsible for water absorption. The heat polymerized silicone has better bond to filler and greater cross-linking leading to the production of a denser material which are devoid of micro pockets of water within the material.

DISCUSSION

Soft denture liner materials have been used in dentistry for more than a century, with the earliest soft liners being natural rubbers. The international standard organization (ISO) in 1999 defined soft denture lining material as a soft resilient material bonded to the fitting surface of a denture to reduce trauma to the supporting tissues.
These materials have been used as a cushion on the intaglio surfaces of the dentures in patients who suffer from traumatized oral mucosa, ridge atrophy, bony undercuts, bruxism, xerostomia, congenital oral defects requiring obturation, and for improving the retention of the dentures by engaging undercuts. Soft liners are mostly used for reducing local point pressures. They usually act as a cushion to distribute the masticatory forces transmitted to the underlying tissues but they do not necessarily decrease the force transmitted. They are mainly used for patients with a sharp alveolar ridge, thin atrophic mucosa, normal mucosa with a resorbed ridge and when mucosa shows a low tolerance to the load applied by denture.

Desirable properties for lining materials should include: (1) high bond strength to the denture base, (2) dimensional stability, (3) permanent softness or resilience, (4) low water sorption, (5) color stability, (6) ease of processing and (7) biocompatibility. Several materials have been used as liners, such as plasticized acrylic, vinyl polymers and copolymers, fluoroelastomer, silicon rubber and natural rubber. Although, the properties of soft lining materials have been much improved, they still have several drawbacks. Soft denture liners have several problems associated with their use such as a loss of softness, water sorption, colonization of Candida Albicans and adhesion failure between liner and denture base. Therefore, frequent clinical evaluation and periodic replacement of soft denture liner are needed.

Pretreatment of the denture base surface is carried out to augment the bond strength between the denture base and the denture liner. The use of organic solvents increases the bond strength between denture liners and denture bases. Chemical etchants, such as monomethyl methacrylate, acetone, or methylene chloride have been used to increase the bond strength of repair material to polymethyl methacrylate denture base. High water sorption and solubility, and a gradual hardening due to plasticizer leaching out, are the main drawbacks of plasticized acrylics. Although silicone materials have a longer duration of resilience, their adhesion to acrylic denture base materials is not optimal. The hydrophobicity of the silicone materials reduces water sorption, but simultaneously inhibits good affinity to the supporting tissues.

A polyisoprene-based light-curing lining material, with interpenetrating polymer networks of polyisoprene-elastomer and higher alkyl methacrylate, has recently been developed for resolving some of the issues related to the currently available liners. Since the polyisoprene-elastomers, being different from the plasticizer in plasticized acrylic, will not leach out and has light-curing property, allows clinicians to ensure that the relining procedure is accurate before curing. It appears that this new material would be a potential soft material for relining the denture.

CONCLUSION

Denture soft liner has a considerable role in removable prosthodontics because of its cushioning effect and its ability to redistribute masticatory forces transmitted to the denture bearing area. The soft lining materials used for short- and long-term can be categorized into plasticized acrylic and silicone types. The choice for a soft liner for clinical use should be based on the materials biocompatibility, mechanical properties and durability in the oral environment. However, these lining materials may present physical and mechanical problems during clinical application, such as color alteration, loss of plasticizer and resilience, poor rupture strength and porosity. Currently, newer generation of materials and methods is tried to overcome these inherent properties of the soft liners.
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